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Abstract 
Detecting the moving objects in a video sequence using a stationary camera is an important task for many 
computer vision applications. This paper proposes a background subtraction approach. As first step, the 
background is initialized using the block-based analysis before being updated in each incoming frame. Our 
background frame is generated by collecting the blocks background candidates. The block candidate selection is 
based on probability density function (pdf) computation. After that, we compute the absolute difference between 
the background frame and each frame of sequence. A noise filter is applied using the Structure/Texture 
decomposition in order to minimize the noise caused by background subtraction operation. The binary motion 
mask is formed using an adaptive threshold that was deduced from the weighted mean and variance calculation. 
To assure the correspondence between the current frame and the background frame, an adaptation of background 
model in each incoming frame is realized. After comparing results obtained from the proposed method to other 
existing ones, it was shown that our approach attains a higher degree of efficacy. 
 
Key Words: Motion detection, Background subtraction, Background model, Background update, Video 
surveillance. 
 
 
1 Introduction 
Motion detection is a paramount study field of computer vision. Its purpose is to extract the moving 
objects at time t in a video captured using a stationary camera. The motion detection is used for many 
applications. Among these applications there are video surveillance, human-machine interaction, the 
recognition of sign language specific to robotics applications and many others. 
The approaches mainly used for motion detection can be classified into three categories: the time 
difference methods, the analysis of optical flow, and the background subtraction methods. For the first one, 
the time difference being the calculation of the difference between two or more consecutive images in order 
to extract the moving area [1], [2], but the problem in this approach is that the detected objects are 
incomplete and poorly presented. The second approach is the calculation of the optical flow [3],[4] which 
provides all information about the movement, but the real-time implementation is difficult and calculation of 
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flow being  generally slow. The background subtraction approaches start by  modeling  the  
background(model of static scene), it can  detect  the  most  precise  foreground[5-6] [24-31],  ,  but  it  has 
many limitations like  sensor noise (noise of acquisition and digitization) and  management of homogeneous 
areas when the luminance difference between two moments is less than a threshold. 
Most motion detection algorithms that exist in literature are presented as background subtraction 
methods, they generally have four steps. The main step is to develop a model of the background which 
contains the static part of the scene and then the absolute difference is calculated by comparing every frame 
of the sequence to the background frame. In order to extract the moving objects area called foreground a 
threshold operation is applied. To assert a best detection during all time of video sequence, the background 
must be updated in each incoming frame.  All these methods require handling the following limitations 
which are the principle difficulties of motion detection based on background subtraction: 
 Acquire a best background frame which contains just the static components of the scene. 
 The environmental changes in the scene.  
 The noise, in each incoming frame (noise of acquisition and digitization) or in the background 
subtraction results. 
 The new object that can be installed a long time in the scene. 
 Management of homogeneous areas when the luminance difference between two moments is less 
than a threshold. 
Many approaches are proposed to overcome these constraints. For example, to handle the noise problem, 
Huang et al. [18] proposes a noise filter based on Bezier curve in order to smooth the noise pixels. To 
generate an accurate background model for motion detection and to reduce the influence of environmental 
changes in the scene, Cheng et al. [19] propose an illumination-sensitive background modeling approach 
based on an illumination evaluation. The selection of the best threshold represents a critical case in the 
segmentation step, when the luminance difference between two moments is less than this threshold. Many 
algorithms have been proposed. 
In this paper, a background subtraction approach is proposed. Using the block-based and pixel-based 
processes, a background model is developed. Afterwards, the absolute difference between the background 
model and each incoming frame is calculated. Then a noise filter is applied on the background subtraction 
result in order to reduce the noise .The binary image of moving objects is generated using an adaptive 
threshold. In each incoming frame the background will be updated. The organization of the proposed 
approach is as following: 
1. Each frame of the video sequence will be divided into blocks before collecting each one of them in a 
matrix of blocks. Then, for each matrix we compute the probability density function (pdf) of each 
pixel. In order to determine the block background candidate, we compute the summation of pdfs in 
each block. The block that has the maximum value of this summation is considered as block 
background candidate. After the selection of block background of each matrix, these blocks are 
combined to construct the background frame. 
2. To reduce the noise in the results of the background subtraction the structure-texture decomposition 
[7] is applied on the absolute difference image. Just the structure component that contains just the 
homogeneous parts of the image is used in the segmentation step. 
3. To detect the moving objects, a binary image is formed using a threshold deduced from the 
calculating the weighted mean and weighted variance of the absolute difference results. 
4. In order to make the correspondence between the current frame and the background frame also to 
assure a best detection of moving objects, an adaptation of background model in each incoming frame 
is realized. 
From the compared results of the proposed method and other methods in literature, our approach is 
effective in terms of quality and quantity of the detected moving objects. The rest of this paper will be 
conducted as follow: section 2 presents many related works of motion detection. In section 3 our approach 
will be presented in detail. Experimental results will be shown in section 4. Section 5 will contain our 
concluding remarks. 
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2 Related works 
Motion detection in a video sequence is an important task for motion analysis. Different methods are 
explored in this context. Most of them are classified as background subtraction methods [8-12],[14-29]. 
Where, the Background Modeling is the principal step in these different methods. Obtain a best background 
frame which contains just the static components of the scene, environmental changes in the scene, noise in 
each incoming frame in the video, new object that can be installed a long time in the scene, and the threshold 
selection are the principal constraints of motion detection methods based on background subtraction. In the 
literature, several approaches are proposed in the goal to obtain an accurate detection and to handle the 
difficulties cited above.  
The basic methods of motion detection based on background subtraction use the time difference between 
the current frame and the previous one which considered as the background frame [8]. The detection results 
are represented by the pixels of the motion area that change the luminance between the two consecutive 
images. This approach is fast in term of computation time, but the difference is sensitive to noise, and the 
objects are badly detected particularly in the slow motion. To avoid these problems, some methods use the 
absolute difference between the current image and an image of the static scene (reference image). Thereafter, 
the binary-motion-detection-mask is computed using the segmentation process.  
Several approaches have been proposed to generate a background model. The idea is to build a 
background model and to update it for each incoming frame. The algorithm that is based on temporal median 
filter with Exponentially Weighted Moving Average filtering effectively implements a temporal mode 
operation (TMF) [9]. In addition, this method statistically computes the temporal median value for each pixel 
in order to generate the adaptive background model. In the same context, the methods based on the statistical 
calculation have been developed [10],[11]. In [10], the background model is generated by computing the 
mean of the images in a time interval of video sequence. In [11], the weighted mean is used to develop the 
background model. For each pixel, a threshold is also represented by the standard deviation in the same 
interval to decide if the pixel belongs to the moving object or to the background. 
 In [12] a block alarm module efficiently determines background blocks within each frame. A unique two-
stage background training procedure is performed using Rough Training followed by Precise Training in 
order to generate a high-quality adaptive background model. In [13], first each frame is divided to blocks, 
and blocks in frame sequences are sorted to make block series. Finally PCA process is applied to these block 
series. Based on the PCA theorem, if there is change in block series which means there is not pure 
background, the main component of the block series is comparable to other components of the series. This 
approach was known as multi block PCA which was used before for detection changes in images. 
In order to overcome the illumination change, background image must be updated in each image. The 
running average (RA) is commonly used to update the background model [14]. Then Different color spaces 
have been tested to improve the insensitivity of the detection to the illumination changes. In [15], the 
traditional RA method is modified to develop the adaptive background in the DCT domain. The fuzzy theory 
is used to generate the background model. For fuzzy background modeling, fuzzy running average is 
suggested to improve performance of running average method [16]. Running average method and its 
modified version are both simple and fast for background modeling. Because of low computational 
complexity and high memory compactness, the running average method is used in real-time systems. 
The background estimation algorithm with   method is another method of background modeling 
(SDE) [17]. To estimate the background value the „sgn‟ function is exploited. At every frame of the 
sequence, the estimation of background value is simply incremented by 1 if it‟s smaller than the input image 
value or decremented by 1 if it‟s greater than it. 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed background subtraction approach. 
 
The „sgn’ function is also used to compute the time-variance representing the measure of the motion 
activity to decide if the pixel belongs to the background or to the moving object. Finally, the detection label 
is developed by the comparison between the time-variance value and the absolute difference value.  
Another method provides a pyramidal structure for motion detection (MDPS) [18]. The proposed method 
uses the spatial and temporal characteristics to generate a pyramidal structure of the background model. This 
background model has been modified by the best background candidates based on the background block- 
marching framework. In order to refine the background subtraction results, the noise reducer method is 
exploited using the Bezier curve smoothing method. As a finale step, a threshold function based on 
Probability Mass Function (PMF) and Commutative Distribution Function (CDF) was proposed to compute 
the binary image of moving objects. 
In the same context an illumination-sensitive background modeling approach is proposed in order to 
analyze the illumination change in each incoming frame and then detect moving objects (ISBS) [19]. The 
background generation uses two background candidates, including a light background image and a dark 
background image in order to update the background model. Based on illumination evaluation and the 
background model, a thresholding function is proposed to generate the binary mask of moving object.the 
approch handel the illumination change is the scene but the segmentation part is not effective. 
In the goal to overcame the diffuculties of backgroundsubtraction methods, this paper proposes a 
background subtraction approach with two main advantages. First, it gives a best background initialization 
before updating it during each incoming frame of the sequence using an adaptive learning rate. Second, the 
noise reduction helps the determination of true foreground. 
3 Proposed method 
In this section, the proposed approach for moving objects detection in a video sequence is presented. The 
detection uses a video sequence, where the images are captured by a fixed camera installed in scenes which 
contain moving objects. Our approach is obtained in four steps: background initialization, background 
subtraction and noise reduction, segmentation of moving object and finally background update. Fig. 1 
illustrates all proposed process for detecting moving objects in a video sequence. 
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Fig. 2. Background model construction process. 
3.1 Background initialization 
The background model is an image that the pixels retain its value for a long period or throughout all time 
of the video. Based on this theory, the proposed background initialization involves two important modules 
including matrix representation module and block background selection module. 
1) Matrix representation: Our background model initialization consists in dividing the T initial images 
of the sequence into blocks of n n  pixels where n can be in the range of 2,4,8,16,.. . In this paper, we 
use 16n  .Therefore, each formed block has n n  pixels. After that, each block (i,j) of the sequence are 
combined to form a matrix , jiMb .  , jiMb   Is the matrix of all pixels of the blocks , jib  of the sequence. 
Consequently, we have 2/ nM N matrix of blocks, such as each image of the sequence has M rows and 
N columns. The matrix can be expressed as follows:   
, ,1
, ,,
, ,
( )
( ) , 1,2,...,
( )
i j
i j ti j
i j T
b x, y
b x, yMb t T
b x, y
 
 
  
 
 
 


 
 
 
(1) 
 
Where T represents the number of image sequence, {1,2, ,M/ n}i  and {1,2, , N/ n}j  . 
2) Block background selection: After the matrixes are formed, the probability density function (pdf) of 
pixels intensity of each matrix is calculated. The probability density function of each pixel luminance l  of 
the matrix ,i jMb  can be expressed as follows: 
 
( ) / ( )lpdf l n T n   
(2) 
 
The pixel that has the highest value of pdf is the pixel in the sequence shown. The same idea is applied to 
find the block background candidate. The background block is the block that's more pixels displayed in 
sequence. In order to select the block background, the probability of each block in the matrix represented 
by the sum of pdfs of each pixel is computed in equation (3).The probability of block at time t can be 
expressed as follows: 
,
,
( )
( ) ( )
i j
i j
l b t
W t pdf l

 
 
 
(3) 
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The block that has the highest value of ,i jW is classified as a block background. Fig. 2 illustrates the process 
of construction of the background frame. After the selection of the blocks background candidate that has the 
highest value of probability in the matrix. A background frame is formed by collecting all blocks candidates 
in their own positions. This model is used for T initial frames of the sequences and would be updated after 
each incoming frame. By the proposed technique we can generate a background frame with the real pixels 
value which still invariant during most of the time of the video sequence. Algorithm 1 represents the 
proposed process. From the experimental results, our approach can generate a background image without the 
ghost effect that can produces false detection. Also the noise or partial change in pixels ignored while other 
methods is somehow sensitive to partial noise in pixels intensity. 

Algorithm 1:  
Input:  T initial frames of the sequence. 
Output:  Background frame. 
Initialization: 
Dividing each frame tI  into block of n n  pixels ,  
All blocks (i,j) of T initial frames of the sequence are combined to form 
a matrix , jiMb . 
Begin 
For each matrix , jiMb  do 
For each pixel luminance l  of , jiMb  do 
( ) / ( )lpdf l n T n   
End for 
For each block , ( )i jb t  in , jiMb do 
,
,
( )
( ) ( )
i j
i j
l b t
W t pdf l

 
 
End for 
If  , ,( ) max ( ), 0,1,...,i j i jW t W t t T  then 
, ( )i jb t  is the block background. 
End if 
End for 
End 
 
3.2 Background subtraction and noise minimization 
After the background frame generation the background subtraction is used by computing the absolute 
difference t between each frame tI  of the video sequence and the developed background frame: 
 
( , ) ( , ) ( , )t t tx y B x y I x y    
(4) 
 
During the background subtraction processes, each image of the sequence can be full of noise. In 
addition, a pixel of the background frame can be falsely modeled. Thus, in the absolute difference image this 
pixel will be presented as noise.  Our purpose is to remove this noise before starting the thresholding phase. 
The structure-texture decomposition method proposed by the Osher and Vese [7] is used. It a technique to 
split a given image f into S+T (f = S+T) of a bounded variation component (Structure) and a component that 
contains the oscillating part (Texture/Noise) of the image. We applied this technique on the absolute 
difference image. Then, we use just the structure component which contains just the homogeneous parts of 
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the image. Automatically we ignore the second component that contains the texture and noise. The structure 
component of t  is used to generate the moving the moving object detection mask.  
_ ( )t tStructure component    (5) 
  
The Fig. 3 Illustrate the background subtraction and the noise minimization phase. 
 
 
Fig. 3. Background subtraction and noise filter phase using 
Structure/Texture decomposition. 
 
3.3 Moving objects detection 
When  the background  image  is  generated, the  absolute difference  between  the current  image  in  the  
sequence  and  the  background  image  is calculated. We can observe the regions of the gray-level in this 
obtained result. To distinguish the background region from the foreground region, a threshold operation is 
applied, but the selection of the best threshold can be difficult. Most of the algorithms select it by testing a set 
of threshold values and then choose the one that gives the best results. In this paper, we use the statistical 
characteristics of image obtained after the computation of the absolute difference and the noise reducer filter. 
The threshold is formed by calculating the weighted mean and variance. The weighted mean and the variance 
are described in the following equations: 
( , ). ( , )
( , )
t
x y
x y
W x y x y
W x y





 
 
 
(6) 
2
2
( , ).( ( , ) )
( , )
t
x y
x y
W x y x y
W x y


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


 
 
 
(7) 
Where ( , )t x y  presents the intensity of pixel (x,y) of the structure component obtained from absolute 
difference in equation (5) .In order to minimize the effect of outliers the weight  ( , )W x y  is used. 
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2( ( , ) ( (p,q)))
( , ) exp( )
2
t tx y mean
W x y
SD
   

  
(8) 
 
Where (p,q) is the location set of 8-connected neighboring pixels  around each pixel (x,y) of the image. The 
value of SD is taken to be 5 after the experimental evaluation. 
The binary image of the moving objects in each image of the sequence is generated using the  defined 
in the interval of 1,2 . The moving objects detection mask D ( , )t x y  is expressed as follows: 
 
1 ( , )( , ) 0 tt if x yD x y otherwise 
 
(9) 
3.4 Background update 
In order to make the correspondence between the current frame and the background frame, also to assure a 
best detection of moving objects, an adaptation of the background model in each incoming frame must be 
realized. Therefore, after the computation of the motion mask, a background frame is developed based on the 
current frame and the previous background frame. From the binary image of detected object any pixel that is 
classified as background will be updated in the new background frame by the combining of the previous 
background value and the current frame values. The idea is to adapt very quickly a pixel classified as 
background and very slowly a pixel classified as foreground. The expression of the background adaptation can 
be expressed as follows:  
 1
1
(1 ) ( , )
(1 ) ( , )
t t
t
t t
B I if x y is static
B
B I if x y is moving
 
 


   

   
 
(10) 
 
Where   is the learning rate parameter. The majority method generally selects this value before being 
used .So it is static throughout the sequences and for each pixel in each frame. In this paper, we purpose a 
dynamic value of   used in each pixel and formulated as follows: 
 
( , ) 1 ( ( , ))tx y exp x y     
(11) 
 
The proposed background subtraction approach has been proposed in order to solve the most critical stage 
for moving objects detection approaches. A set of processes are followed to attain this objective, including 
background frame development process, noise reducer filter process, foreground detection process and 
finally the background updating process. 
 
   
   
Fig. 4. Background images of  “Highway” and “Airport” sequences, first column: an image of the sequence, 
second column: initial background model,  third column: background  model after 1000 frame. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 5. A pixel history during all time of the sequence (a) Highway sequence ,(b) Airport sequence. 
4 Experimental results 
This section is designed to demonstrate the experimental results of our proposed approach. All tests are 
performed on two data sets (Star
1
, and ChangeDetection
2
) captured by a camera installed in the public scenes 
like train stations or airports, or in the private scenes like offices. Those sequences contain different types of 
objects such as vehicles, human bodies and others, moving or waiting in the scene. We compare our results 
with four other background subtraction methods: (1) SDE [17]; (2) MDPS [18]; (3) ISBS [19]; and (4) 
CBMFE [27]. We implement the four methods, using the default values of all the parameters given in each 
paper. These methods are tested on the same video sequences described below. 
The scene static modeling is the main step in motion detection methods based on background subtraction. 
Our proposed approach (PRO) uses the block-based analysis for initializing the background frame before 
update it for each incoming frame. The background model images of the “Highway” and “Airport” 
sequences generated by our proposed approach are presented in Fig. 4 that shows the background 
initialization image and background update image after 1000 frame. The background initial images are 
illustrated in Fig. 4(second column). We can easily remark that our approach can generate a background 
model without the „ghost effect‟ and the erroneous generation of noise. In addition, it can give a best 
background initialization before it has been updated during the rest frames of the sequence as shown in Fig. 4 
(third column). 
The noise in each image of the sequence, thus the noise resulted from a false modeling of a pixel, are the 
critical stages for the moving objects segmentation. Also, the noise affects image quality that leads to the low 
quality of detection. To solve this problem, the structure/texture decomposition is used. To compute the 
objects detection mask, just the structure component is considered, automatically we ignoring the second 
component that contains the texture and noise. Fig. 6 represents the background subtraction frame before and 
after the noise reduction. Comparing the absolute difference image in Fig. 6(a), and his structure component 
image in Fig. 6(c) we can observe that the noise is reduced using the structure/texture decomposition. That 
also confirmed by the results in Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 6(d) which are the inverse values of the absolute difference 
image and the structure component image. 
Fig. 7 illustrates the image sequences of ChangeDetection and Star data sets, ground truths, and binary 
mask of moving objects obtained by our proposed approach and the state-of-the-art methods. We choose 
three image sequences ChangeDetection data sets and eight image sequences from Star data set which 
contain different objects and most categories of video surveillance. Visually, we notice that our approach 
leads to a robust and efficient detection. This is confirmed by the quantitative results presented in Table I 
representing the similarity and the F-measure metrics of our approach along with the results in the figure 8 
which shows the F-measure curves achieved for each sequence. 
                                                     
1
  http://perception.i2r.a-star.edu.sg/bk_model/bk_index.html 
2
  http://www.changedetection.net. 
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Fig. 6. Noise minimization filtre (a) absolute difference image, (b) inverse of (a), (c) the structure 
component image, (d) inverse of (c). 
  
The motion detection results obtained by our proposed background subtraction approach are compared 
with those obtained through other state-of-the-art methods. For measuring the accuracy of the detection 
results in term of quality and quantity of the detected moving objects, different measures are used, such as 
Recall, Precision, F-measure, and Similarity. Recall gives the percentage of necessary positives via the 
compared total number of true positive pixels in the ground truth. Precision gives the percentage of 
unnecessary positives through the compared total number of positive pixels in the detected binary objects 
mask. F-measure, the weighted harmonic mean of Precision and Recall computes the quality of detection. 
Quantitative evaluation of detected objects is determined by the Similarity measure. These measures can be 
expressed as follows: 
tp
Recall
tp fn


 
(12) 
where tp is the total number of true positive pixels in the motion mask, fn is the total number of false 
negative pixels in the motion mask, and (tp+fn) indicates the total number of true positive pixels in the 
ground truth. 
tp
Precision
tp fp


 
(13) 
Where fp is the total number of false positive pixels in the motion mask and (tp+fp) indicates the total 
number of positive pixels in the detected motion mask. 
 
2* *Recall Precision
F measure
Recall Precision
 

 
 
(14) 
 
tp
Similarity
tp fp fn

 
 
 
(15) 
 
The proposed approach thus the state-of-the-art methods are applied on six video sequences in 
representation of typical situations which are critical for video surveillance systems. Fig. 7 illustrates the 
experimental results of moving object detection. It  represent  binary  image  of the  moving  objects  thus  
the  original  frames  and  the  ground truth  frames.  These results were generated by SDE [17], MDPS [18]; 
ISBS [19], (4) CBMFE [27] and PRO methods.  For  almost  every  video sequence,  we  can  observe  that 
the generated binary objects mask of the our  approach  is more precise than those obtained the other 
methods. 
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Sequence Ground truth SDE[17] MDPS[18] ISBS[19] CBMFE[27] PRO 
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
Fig. 7. Objects detection, first column: an image of the sequence, second column: the groundtruth,  third 
column:SD[17] results, fourth column:MDPS [18] results, fifth column: ISBS[19]  results, sixth 
column: CBMFE[27]  results, lastcolumn: proposed approach results. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c)  
Fig. 8.  F-measure curves achieved for: (a) Office sequence, (b) Highway sequence, (c) Pedestrians 
sequence. 
 
Sequence Evaluation SDE[17] MDPS[18] ISBS[19] CBMFE[27] PRO 
Office Similarity 
F-measure 
0.224 
0.366 
0.431 
0.602 
0.472 
0.641 
0.632 
0.774 
0.811 
0.896  
Highway Similarity 
F-measure 
0.316 
0.481 
0.596 
0.746 
0.544 
0.705  
0.759 
0.862 
0.842 
0.914 
Pedestrians Similarity 
F-measure 
0.160 
0.276 
0.562 
0.719 
0.520 
0.684 
0.688  
0.815 
0.805 
0.892 
Airport Similarity 
F-measure 
0.469 
0.638 
0.490 
0.657 
0.538  
0.700 
0.674 
0.805 
0.723 
0.839 
Bootstrap Similarity 
F-measure 
0.213 
0.351 
0.736 
0.848 
0.693 
0.818 
0.654 
0.791 
0.687 
0.814 
Curtain Similarity 
F-measure 
0.462 
0.632 
0.871 
0.931 
0.768 
0.869 
0.860 
0.925 
0.919 
0.958 
Campus Similarity 
F-measure 
0.172 
0.294 
0.296 
0.457 
0.384 
0.555 
0.354 
0.523 
0.427 
0.599 
Escalator Similarity 
F-measure 
0.230 
0.375 
0.413 
0.585 
0.406 
0.577 
0.426 
0.597 
0.581 
0.735 
Lobby Similarity 
F-measure 
0.212 
0.350 
0.354 
0.523 
0.526 
0.690 
0.449 
0.620 
0.545 
0.706 
Shopping 
Mal 
Similarity 
F-measure 
0.329 
0.495 
0.273 
0.429 
0.301 
0.462 
0.589 
0.741 
0.623 
0.767 
Water 
Surface 
Similarity 
F-measure 
0.125 
0.223 
0.718 
0.836 
0.652 
0.789 
0.804 
0.891 
0.785  
0.879 
Table 1: The F-measure and the Similarity values for each method. 
 
In order to assert the results represented by the binary image in Fig. 7, the qualitative and quantitative 
results for one test frame of each video sequence obtained by each method are represented in Table 1. We 
can observe that, for almost every test sequence, the generated binary image of our proposed approach is 
more precise than those obtained by the SDE [17], MDPS [18], ISBS [19] and CBMFE [27] methods. The 
proposed method attains the highest quantitative and qualitative values such as the accuracy rate is over 72% 
for Similarity measures and over than 82% F-measure values in the almost sequences. 
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5  Conclusion 
We have presented a background subtraction approach which tested to handle a variety of critical 
situations for moving objects detection. As first step, a background model is formed based on a block-based 
process. Then a noise minimizing filter is applied on the subtraction results using the Structure/Texture 
Decomposition. The weighted mean and variance are used to segmenting the moving objects in each frame 
of the sequence. To assert a best detection during all time of the video, a background updating procedure is 
proposed. There are two main advantages of proposed approach. First, it gives a best background 
initialization before updating it during each incoming frame of the sequence using an adaptive learning rate. 
Second, the noise reduction helps the determination of true foreground. From the visualized results thus the 
quantitative and qualitative measurements, our proposed approach is effective in terms of quality and 
quantity of the detected moving objects.  
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